Downtown Transit Assets and Opportunities Study – Supplemental Model Runs & Ridership Forecasts
To complement the Downtown Transit Assets and Opportunity Study (TAOS), the Hillsborough MPO
requested additional travel demand model runs by the Florida Department of Transportation during the
development of the Tampa Bay Regional Planning Model (TBRPM) v 8.0 (also known as the 2040 model).
The purpose was to test the effect of the proposed fixed guideway transit systems on travel patterns
and to obtain ridership forecasts for the year 2040. The runs were prepared as part of the 2040 Plan
needs assessment phase, so many roadway and bus service improvements were included as well.
Because the runs were done as a part of model development, further technical analysis will be required
as the project moves forward.
The model runs analyzed various segments and alignments identified as part of the TAOS final report,
alone or in combination with other fixed‐guideway transit concepts previously identified in the Long
Range Transportation and/or TBARTA Master Plan. The segments included:
1. Converting the current streetcar system to a modern streetcar (tram) technology and extending
it west to the Regional Intermodal Center in the Westshore Business District (the TAOS report
“West Corridor”).
2. The “North Corridor” between downtown Tampa and the University of South Florida (USF), for
which two alternatives were identified:
a. Extension of the streetcar north along Florida Ave., again using a modern tram (the
“North Corridor‐Modern Tram”); or
b. A Diesel Multiple Unit technology (DMU, a type of commuter rail) operating on the
current CSX rail lines (the “North Corridor‐DMU”).
3. Although not part of TAOS, other segments were also studied in this analysis, including:
a. An Automated People Mover system connecting Tampa International Airport (TIA) to
the Westshore Regional Intermodal Center; and
b. An extension of the West Corridor across the Howard Frankland Bridge to St.
Petersburg.
c. A DMU branch off the North Corridor west along the CSX track paralleling Busch Blvd.
and Linebaugh Ave connecting to Clearwater and Downtown St. Petersburg.
d. A DMU extension north along the CSX track paralleling US 41 to Brooksville.
These were assembled into two alternative systems, one employing modern trams for both the West
and North Corridors, and the other using modern tram for the West Corridor and DMU for the North
Corridor with a connection Downtown.
Modern Tram Model Run Assumptions
To operate as an integrated system connecting USF, downtown Tampa, Ybor City and Westshore, the
modern tram segments had to be “interlined” or linked together in a logical fashion so that transit
vehicles could travel from one end of the system to the other. Figure 1 shows the model network and
the interlined system. Each modern tram line was modeled with a 15 minute peak frequency and 20
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minute off‐peak frequency, so that with duplicated service the combined frequencies would be 7.5
minute peak and 10 minute off‐peak.
1) Ybor to Westshore (& St. Petersburg)
2) USF to Westshore (& St. Petersburg)
3) USF to Ybor
4) TIA Automated People Mover

USF

TIA

Downtown
Figure 1 ‐ Modern Tram Model Network, showing routes and stations

Modern Tram and DMU Model Run Assumptions
This model run uses a mix of technologies based on the assumption of availability of the existing CSX
railways for the North Corridor. The modeled transit network includes the northern alignment between
Downtown and USF, which is also interlined with two extended routes continuing (1) along US 41 to
Brooksville and (2) along Linebaugh to Clearwater. The modern tram is modeled as an extension of the
current streetcar, traveling west between Ybor and Westshore and continuing across the Howard
Frankland Bridge. The modern tram had a 7.5 minute peak frequency and a 10 minute off‐peak
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frequency. The DMU lines, except the US 41 line, were modeled with a 15 minute peak frequency and a
20 minute off‐peak frequency, but with the duplicate service between Downtown and Busch Boulevard,
the frequencies would match the modern tram at 7.5 minute peak and 10 minute off‐peak. The US 41
DMU line has a frequency of 30 minutes during the peak period and 30 minutes during the off‐peak
period. Figure 2 shows the modeled network for the modern tram and DMU.
1) Ybor to Westshore (& St. Petersburg)
2) Downtown to USF
3) Downtown to Brooksville via US41
4) Downtown to Westchase via Linebaugh
5) TIA Automated People Mover

USF

TIA

Downtown
Figure 2 ‐ Modern Tram & DMU Model Network, showing routes and stations

Thus, depending on whether the system consists of all modern tram segments or a combination of
modern tram and DMU segments, riders would either be able to make “one seat” rides or they would
need to make a linked trip (i.e., transfer from one line to another).
Integrated Feeder Bus Network
The Vision Plan described in HART’s Transit Development Plan (TDP) for FY 2015 – FY 2024 was modeled
as the base transit network for all bus service in Hillsborough County. For each of the fixed‐guideway
alignments identified, the bus network was updated to provide the appropriate connections between
transit modes. In the northwest portion of the county, feeder routes from the previous LRTP were
modified to feed into the Busch‐Linebaugh extension. Routes in Westshore were rerouted to serve the
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proposed Westshore Multi‐Modal Center, and MetroRapid services were adjusted to feed into nearby
proposed stations. The purpose of this was to create a fully integrated transit network.
Results
Given the above assumptions regarding the 2040 horizon year, technologies, segments, operating
characteristics and improvements to the overall network, the model runs produced the following
forecasts:

Corridor
North
West
TOTAL

Daily Ridership in 2040*
Alternative
Modern Tram
Modern Tram & DMU
6,922
5,929
10,330
12,702
17,252
18,631

*Ridership is only for trips beginning and ending in Hillsborough County.

The forecasted ridership in the above table does not include ridership for the TIA people mover or
ridership originating or ending in an adjacent county, since those fixed guideway segments were beyond
the scope of the Downtown Transit Assets and Opportunities Study. The results of the runs are depicted
in the following maps, and include supplemental tables showing the station activity for each segment
and station in Hillsborough County. Station activity is defined as boardings and alightings, or people
getting on and off. One transit rider would thus equate to one boarding and one alighting, so the station
activity counts are twice as high as the ridership forecast for a station. Station activity is mapped in
order to illustrate the significance of destination as well as origin.
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